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SIR ERNEST RUTHERFORD
T=.,LS HOW HE BREIISS
UP THE ATO/IS

(By Science Service)

London, rob. 9 (By How one e/ement can be changed over ii-C6o anther

e:Plained this evening to the Chemical Society of London by Prof. Sir Ernest

kltherford of Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, who has gone farther than any other

'cartard realizing the old dream of the alchemists.

We are as far off as ever from the n--_king of .)(2,1d out of lead, but on,porlmnts

1517 Prof. Rutherford have previously shown that it is possible to get hydrogen out

Of nitrogen.

Prof. Rutherford tonight declared that it is also possible to obtain hydrogen

, in at least five other elements, boron, fluorine, sodium, aluminum and phosphorcl-,

These exl)eriments have given us an entirely new idea of the structure of the

tel*a. As Prof. Rutherford says: "Since the development of the atonic theory on an

ez:Perimental basis by Dalton, the progress of Chemistry has been based on the con-

Idea of the perranency and indivisibility of the atoms of the elements. The

'7110.0 experience of chemistry for nearly a century had shown clearly that it '..7as

1MPo3sib1o to break up the atoms of the elements by the application of ordinary

04mical and -physical processes. This idea has had to be modified to some C2:'-

tellt by the rapid growth of our knowledge during the last t7enty years of the inner

°')Ilstitution of the atolls. It is now generally accepted that the atoms of the

different elements have all the same general type of structure. At the centre of

we may suppose trio nuclei or ail atoms to De composea ultiracely 01 nycrocei
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the atom is a positively charged nucleus of minute dimensions which is responsible

for most of the mass of thecztom. This is surrounded by a distribution of electror

heicl- in equilibrium by the forces from the nucleus

"By the action of light and electrical discharges, we can readily remove one

erzlore of the external planetary electrons from the atom, while by the action of

4.1 8 we nay even eject one of the more strongly bound electrons of the system.

It this way, we can effect in a sense a transformation of the atom but it is merely

tenr)orary one and a new electron is soon captured from the outside and the atom

13 as before. The general evidence indicates that even if a number of the planetar:

electrons were removed by suitable agencies the stability of the nucleus would not

be disturbed and the atom would in a short time regain its original structure. In

°I'd'er to effect a permanent charge in the atom it appears to be necessary to dis-

1.111:1t the nucleus itself. Tihen once a charged unit of the nuclear structure is re,

1c) eci. the nuclear charge is altered permnently and there is no evidence that this

131'°°°ss is reversible under ordinary experimental conditions.

"The discovery of the instability of the radioactive elements was the first

8e\rere shod: to the idea of the permanency of all atoms. This radiating property

1N however, confined mainly to the two heaviest elements, uranium and thorium,

`'11c1 their long series of descendents, and is only shown by two other elements,

c)tassium and rubidium, and then only to a minor extent. Apart from these excep-

ti 
°Ils. the great majority of the atoms appear to be highly stable structures and

t° remain unaltered under ordinary conditions in this earth for periods of probably

4'011sT'.nds of minims of years.

"The property of radioactivity belongs to the nucleus and is shown generally

1)r the emipsion of a swift particle or helium nucleus and occasionally a swift

electron from the nucleus. The number and velocity of emission of these particles

all'Oar to be quite uninfluenced by the most powerful physical or chemical agencies

'11c1 to be an inherent property resulting from the instability of these very complex

1111clei.

"These results show clearly that the nuclei of heavy atoms contain both posi-

t ely charged helium nuclei and negative electrons, and lead to the general view

tll'vt the complex nuclei of all atoms are built up of hydrogen and helium nuclei

44 electrons. It is also generally supposed that a helium nucleus itself is a

condary unit composed of four hydroger nuclei and tuo electrons. If this be tq

kk'ees we may suppose the nuclei of all atoms to be composed ultimtely of hydrogel
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nuel ni
----; c)? protons as thy have be-n tcr1::eil, with the addition of negative eIectron

"It is probable that the forces which bind together tho components of the

nucleus are auceedir,sly powerful and that consequently a large amount of energy

ill be require(1 to dilpt its stiucturee The swift alph particle from radium

r1,, thorium, which is by far the most concentrated source of energy :11T7/1 to US,

seens the most likely agent to succoeo. in an attack on the strongly bound nucleus.

-he '!'-i-Dhzt particle is o::oollod from radium with a velocity of about 10,000 miles

"2e:17 second and thus has a speea 20,000 ties greater than that of a -swift

the sme phenomena that are (Us2layed in the luminous watch dials made of a radio-

rifle

Liass for mass, its energy of motion is 400 million times greater than that

the bullet".

In investigating the disintegration of atoms, Prof. Rutherford makes use of

-tj 0 ament bonbardine zilic sulphide. He allows the particles projected from

ra(!
'LUM to bombard the element and then counts the number of electrons or hydrogen

•-oils that are :knocked out by the flashes they 7,roduce uhen they hit a screen of

zinc sulphide.

"If we had charged atoms available of ten times the energy of the alpha par-

ti
-c-4Q13 of radium, WO could probably penetrate the nuclear structure of all atoms

044' A, occasionally effect their disintegration", says Prof. Rutherford. "The general

evidence indicates that the atoms as a wholc are such stable structures and the

bUo1e1 are held together by such poverful forces that only the most concentrated

()Urce of energy like the alDha particle is likely to be effective in an attacIr. on

stlcu well protected structures."

'LINE FOE THREATENS
41-,./...17n."ITIC COAST HARBORS

(By Science Service)

new York, Peb.00.- An insidious marine foe threatens destruction of Nev' York''

17barfing and docks. What may be the first portion of a destructive submarine attac'•

11Pcn harbor works along the whole of the Atlantic coast by a species of ship vorm

a.

0
101.171tinC; to '1.5,000,000 to the wooden piling in the upper portion of San Francisco

012,arently new to this locality was discovered last summer in Barnegat Bay, about

ifty Eiles south of New York on the Jersey Coast.

This ship worm, terbdo navalis, is the one that in 1919 and 1920 caused damage

and for centuries it has been the peat of the harbors of northwestern Europe.

jcientists and engineers are afraiC that the history of the San Francisco
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attack will be repeated in Nev; York and other 4,t1artic Coast ports. Other ship

71orms, found on both coasts, are 7-Jell-known and steps are taken to guard against

them. Most of them, however, live in 'waters of the ports which are about the same

salinity as the sea and whose waters are not badly contaminated by sewage. But

the new worm can live in brackish water and stand large doses of sewage.

It natures ruch more rapidly, reproduces nuch more prolifically, works more

rapidly, and is altogether much more destructive than many other species. As many

as 50,000 to 100,000 females of this species may often be found in a single pile.

Zach female can produce from 500,000 to 1,000,000 young. These when in a very

minute stage may float about for three or four weeks and attach themselves promptly

to 'Illy unprotected wood. Piles, 20" to 24" in diameter have been utterly riddled

San Francisco Bay within si= months.

The greater portion of harbor works of Yew York have been built on piling that

is untreated and vulnerable to attach by the new borers, as reliance has been plac-

0C- in the contamination by sewage and trade wastes to keep out the borers.

The seriousness of the situation in this and other ;ports has caused the

National Research Council to appoint a committee on marine piling investigations to

Consider protective measures. The committee consists of: R. T. Betts, Chief Engi-

neer, Robbins-Ripley Company; Chairman; George J. Ray, Chief Engineer, Dela7are,

Lackawanna dnd Western Railroad, Vice-Chairman; Albert L. Barrows, .Lssistant Secre-

tarY, National Research Council, Secretary; George L. Hunt, United States Forest

Service: C. L. Kofoid, University of California; Hermann von Schrenk, Consulting

1\4Cineer, New York Central Railroad. They plan a complete study of the habits and

lifC of the teredo and researches into the proteotive measures for -mod piling,

the suitability of other materials, concrete and metal, for marine construction.

*ECU', TELESCOPE
EINSTEIN'S USE

(By Science Service)

Berlin, Feb, 00.- :, to7;-er, containing a large vertical telescope and spectre-

ara,phs, has been erected in the grounds of the Potsdam Astrophysical Observatory.

Zlose instruments will be devoted to investigations to detemine the presence or

1̀3sence of the shift of the spectrum, predicted by the Einstein theory of relativi:u:

p,4of. Einstein will be in general control of the work, with Dr. L. Freundlich in

charge. Dr. Freundlich, with a party, hopes to observe the total solar eclipse

\
t1"011 Christnas Island this September. A further tJst of the Einstein theory will

Ile possible at this time.

•
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BROADCASTS

Radio  'Taus of the Week

13ERFECT NEW RECTIFIER
?OR. RADIO USE

(By Science Service)

Washington, Feb. 00.- A new rectifier for radio work, differing in principle

y
fl'am those formerly used, was e:cplained here by Howard Tyzzer at a meeting of radio

area
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It has been called the "S" tube because it was invented by C. G. Smith, and it

oists of two carbon electrodes iii, a glass tube containing helium as of a cor-

n density.

In sending wireless messages with vacuum tubes apparatus it is necessary to

o high voltage direct current oi low amperages nost people have only alt ernat-

current available from their house lighting circuits and as it is not ?racti-

le to obtain voltages of 500 to 2000 combined with small cuantities of current

ra batteries, there must be some way of converting the pulsating, forward and

ltriard current to a steady current flowing in one direction.

An alternating current motor driving a direct current genern.ter is one form of

tifier but this beco:Aes very expensive for high voltages. For low currents,

re are electrolyte rectifiers, but these are more or less untrustworthy. The

netron" tube is a vacuum tube with two elements, A tungsten filament and a

IncaYbdenum plate, which when heated by the passing current allow the current to

-;/ In only one direction. The heating of the filament consumes energy and also

viay

hIcs
- b

cur

ses the gradual burning out of the tube.

The "Su tube beca,Jse of the cold electrodes does not consume current in the

that the other tube does. It is claimed that the efficiency of the new tube is

h, 7/1th only one per cent. of the current flowing in the wrong direction. The

rent is prevented from flowing bachuard through the tube by the shax, of the

ctrodos.

0 0 0 0 0 0
,u THREAD WILL GUIDE

ZHIPS OF TH2 AIR

(ay Science Servicn)

Neu York, Feb. 00.- An electrical thread is about to be used to guide aircraft

Of p 1 1
I-.L kinds at night and in foggy weather. Experiments recently vere made in

nee applying to aviation the idea of the radio cable, now used to guide ships

th
rola€,th narrow water-rays.
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Vice-awiral Fournier of the French Navy recently presented before the French

Acaderw of Sciences, the scheme of W. A. Loth for guiding airships by means of a

Chard cable. Mr. Loth is also the inventor of the radio cable employed in marine

Experiments made at the Villacoublay aerodro, used a discarded power line

e41oyed as the radio cable. An aiternating current of 600 cycles frequency was

sent through the tranamission line so as to set up the desired magnetic field. If

LI number of different routes are to be identified by aircraft, then the various

ec'lles along these different routes are supplied with different frequencies which

give rise to different totes in the telephone receivers of the aircraft pilots, or

varims 
characteristic codes are employed.

On board the aircraft, three simple loops of wire are employee., two of these

being Placed vertically and one horizontally. In the case of the usual airplane,

the loops are placed at the and of the machine and form part of the tail construe-

tiofl.

l'he two vertical loops, one of which is placed longitudinally and the other

1*It anEled to the direction of flight, tell the direction of the eb,ble. Men the

air 
c=aft is moving directly over the charged cable, the humming of the alternating

elll'rent is heard loudest in the telephone receivers worn by the pilot. However,

the nor° the aircraft deviates from the 'path of the cable, the weaker becomes the

1114'" It practically vanishes when the longitudinal loop is at right angles to the

c`1)10. The other vertical loop operates in just the opposite manner: the hum is

3*( Lolest when the aircraft is at right angles to the cable. By switching from one

1°01) to the other, the aviator can pick up the cable and follow it along by means

cf sound.

With the horizontal loop, which is used at high altitude to crallore for the

°/licling charged wire, the cable can be detected at 10,000 feet. At about 8,000

tee‘, the vertical loops become operative, but the distance has to be less than

6'500 feet before the cable can be followed. The safest distance is about 5,000

however, at which range the cable can be follaried without difficulty.

Et:pert n declare that this invention is of great importance in the commercial-

121ng of aviation. One of the greatest handicaps to regular aviation service has

been the difficulty of maintaining schedules and routes in foggy weather and at

The radio cable will mark the aerial highway for the airplanes and dirigible

V tomorrou.
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SCIENCE OF GPO= T7I1:GS

AFTicultural Ner7s of the Wee.

GRI,FT LIVING =BS
TO BRACE TREES

Wooster, Ohio, Feb.00.- A method of making apple trees grol:r their o n bracinc

for protection against storms has been developed by the Ohio Agricultural Ekperi-

ment Station here. Living branches of trees ten years of age or less are inter-

t77inee- to form a living splice. After a feu years the branches actually coalesce

and unite and finally a single smooth cylindrical limb having two places of origin

is formed..

This nethoC of bracing by intertuining living branches is used for remedying

weakness of the tree that has been caused by iperfect praning when younger, Paul

Thayer of the aTeriment Station staff c=plained. Storrs often destory 1:.any un-

bracal apple trees from fifteen to eighteen years old by splitting them down the

center of the trunk, beginning at the point whore the main limbs branch off.

In the case of old trees whose branches can not be grafted, a systel2 of brac-

ing made up of eye-bolts through the limbs with wire connecting them is recommendeC.

00 0 0 0 0 0 0

TO MUM MOVIES OF
INSIDP., OF COW'S STOTIACII

(By Science Service)

Fargo, N.D., Feb.00.- Taking movies of a cow's stomach in action may sound

liize 0. movie studio fake, but the actual performance is to be attempted soon by

e:zperimenters in the veterinary science department of the state Agricultural Collec

11°rewho are making careful scientific investigations of the digestive plocess in

the stomach - of gastronomic mobility if you please.

Injured, diseased cattle, that would ordinarily be disposed of have been used

for actual observations of stomach movements, and the action of the stomach on

&ifforent feeding materials. In this manner important physiological observations

have rarely been studied in a live animal are being made with no apparent

cliscomfcrt to the animal.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sharp Sickle Saves Labor- Tests made at the lasconsin aTerimnt Station

ahow that where the cutter bar and knife of a mowing mactline are in first class

condition the draft is 297 pounds, but that when either the bar or knife arc in

bad order the draft is increased by one-third
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LIGHT RUTTED BY MOST COLPLEX
SECRET LIETAL REVELLS COLTOSITION

(By Science Servi.cel

Fe'). 20, 1922

Release, Tuesday, Feb. 21.
New York, Feb. 20. - The _discovery of the secret compositions of alloys and

hardened metals is not a great problem when the metallurgist uses the spectroscope

and the microscope: W. H. Bassett and C. H. Davis of the Zumerican Brass Co.,

Waterbury, Conn. ,told the American Institute of liining and netallurgical Bng5.neerc

at their meeting here this afternoon.

4.more f(37 hundredths of a gram of a metal will usually be enough for spectro-

graphic analysis, they e=plainee. The light given off from the metal, slightly

volatilized by a spark jumpirc between tuo electrodes, is broken up by the prism

Of the spectrograph and spread out into a band of colored light. A photograph of

this spectrum consists of a series of vertical lines and the location of these

lines tells the metallurgist just what elemental metals are contained in the alloy

being investigated0

even the most minute impurities are instantly detected by this lizthod that is

beginninc to be used in many industrial laboratories. Traces of boron, magnesium,

tlanganese, silicon, and vanadtma, impurities that would complicate metallurgical

131'ecesses, are easily detected while days of chemical analysis often fail to reveal

their presence. Bismuth has been detected spectrographically in zinc and in alloyr

17here the presence of a few thousandths of a cr cent. would be harmful. In addi-

tion to tolling what elements arc present, this method of analysis also gives an

idea of the relative amounts of each element.

IL very accurate spectroscopic method of routine analysis for the gold that is

/180(1 in making the coins of this country was recently perfected by the Bureau of

cL.ndards at Washington for use in the United States Lints. It is not only more

accurate than the assay, but an analysis can be made in nuch less time. The spec-
o117.7.

troscopic analysis of gold will detect impurities even though;one part in a million

is present.

;70H1q1:1CHIN:R1' TV=
1TEU BY IRON COLT

(Dy Science Service)

Release, Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 23.
New York, Feb. 23.- Men so:ao iron or steel part of machinery becomes badly

‘7°1119 it will now be possible to restore its useauness by giving it a coat of

ircn, applied to it by electricity, David G. Kellogg, research engineer of the
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Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company of Pittsburg, described the succesf

ful development of commercial electrolytic deposition of iron at the meeting of

the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers here this 
morning.

A worn motor shaft repaired with a coat of iron applied by his new method

gave as satisfactory service as a new one, Dr. Kellogg said. Cast iron as well as

steel can be electroplate, and this is enpected to prove useful in repair work of

special machine parts. Dr. Xellogg's wori: is an improvement on the War methods of

the British army repair shops which used the electrolytic method in repairing about

6000 steel and iron machine parts. Eloctrodeposition of iron has been practiced

for years but earlier work: was undertaken in order to produce pure metallic iron.

ZIGLAND HAS SMALLEST AMOUNT
OP RAIN IN HUNDRED YEARS,

By Science Service)

London, Feb. 00.- The past year was the dryest that England has experienced

for over a hundred years. The shortage of rainfall was felt in other parts of

L'IlrOpe as well as the British Isles.

At Greenwich Observatory, where records are available for mere than a hundred

Years, there is no previous year since 1815 with so small an amount of rain. The

total for 1921 was only 12.50 inches, only 51 per cent. of the average for 1816 to

1915, 24.41 inches. Droughty conditions continued in the south end south-east of

I.)1g1and at the end of the year.

10R2 TO CARPENTERS THAN
BIRICKLXYERS IN BUILDING BRICK HOUSE

(By Science Service)

Washington, Fob. 00.- Planning to build a cozy sin-room brick house? Then

celAnt on paying the carpenters who help build it more money than the brickdayers.

Nearly one-third of the labor cost in building an average brick house of that size

go to the carpenters, while the bricklayers will receive only 21.5 per cent.

Of the money spent on labor. These are official figures announced by the Durean

li°11sing and Building of the National Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce,

a nation-wide survey of house-building labor costs. Wages of carpenters con-

SUTne 49.6 per cont. of the labor cost of a sin-room frame house, with second honors

O the painters who require one-tenth of the labor cost. Regardless of whether ycl

of frame or brick you will spend. about the same proportion of the total on

plasterers, plumbers and electrician, about 19 1)er cent. for the three combined.
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rEsIS OF THE STLES

asser-Gislits of the Universe

By Isabel M. Lewis,
of Ti. S. Naval Observatory,

(Science Service)

Feb. 20, 1922

One of the greatest astrononics1 achievements of the day has been the measure-

rent of the diameters of the stars, an undertaidng that the astronomers themselves

'7°111d probably have pronounced impossible a feu decades aco. Only a little more

th‘Tr, a year ago the diameter of the red giant star Betelgeuse in the constellation

of Orion was successfully measured by means of the interferometer, devised by

?r°fossor nichelson and developed by him at the Mount :Tilson Observatory of the

Carnegie Institution of Washinstsn, in cooperation with its staff. The largest

telescope in the world, the 100-inch Hooker telescone, which was installed on Ilount

4i15on only a fur years csso was used for the enperirent.

So successful has been the interforolleter mtthod of measurinf; minute angles,

Such as the distance between the two members of a very close double star and the

diameters of the stars, that greater results are to be e:spectea fres: it in the

I'Lltlafe than in the 2ast, Like the spectroscope it opens up new ream for the

astronomer to explore.

Work on the measurements of the diameters of the stars has progressed steadily

at Mount Wilson. The stars chosen for measurement have been the bright red stars

MIch as Betelgeuse in Orion, Aldebaran, Arcturus, Antares and Beta Fecasi. It is

Izlown that these bright red stars are the Giants of the universe. Among the deep

l'erl stars we find both the pyDsies and the giants, but the 1)yumies are e::tremely

while the giants src of noticeable brightness and when comparatively near

t3 the earth are always to be fourd amon,T; the stars of first magnitude.

Though astronomers have known for some time that the bricht roc-. stars stand

elzt as giants among the other stars they wore startled at their (Tin results when

it 17a8 found fram the measurements on Betelgeuse with the interferometer that the

el.ameter of this star is 210,000,000 miles. Our own sun has a diameter of 864,000

iles, 108 times the diameter of the Earth. This seem a respectable size for a

but this sun of ours if placed aant to Betelgeuse would look like a mrsrble

"1(211,3 side of a ten-feet globe.

Yet before we have had time to fully assimilate sore facts regarding the red

ic-rit in the constellation of Orion we are informd that the fiery red star in the

I1Q'art of the 3corpion,1nown astronomically as Alpha Scorpii and popularly as Antal-e:
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that mary of us have adrired in rezerer, ex it 'crin771ed and flashed low in the

southern s1:ies, is a true sur-)er-ElaLt of the univel.se ane. wertty of our admiration.

It far surpasses Betelceuse in size. Its diameter is not less than 280,000,000

miles at a most conservative estir:ate cynd may be as great as
 430,000,000 miles.

The undeltainty of the result is not due to any uncertainly 
in the angular measure

Of the diae-2eter which is given to us very ee:actly by the 
interferometer but to the

uncertainty as to the distance of this star from the e
arth which has to be 72:ncun

before we can convert the anular diameter into a diam
eter expressed in miles.

stars are as distent from the earth us 3etelgaese 
and Antares it is very diffi-

cult to obtain accurate measures of their distances.

Antares, which apeears to be the greatest in size 
of all the red giants, was

called "Rival of Lars" by the ancients because when Mar
s is in that portion of ite

orbit fart'aest from the earth it closely resembles i
n color and brightness this

suer-giant of the universe. How astounded the ancient astronomers *would be 
to

knuu that this bright star that they believed rival o
f a solar planet is in reality

so large that it would more than fill the entire 
or'oit of Mars if placed at the

center of our solar system. Our gun earth would be lost far beneath i
ts surface.

LIC4UID AIR ACTS
AS NUT OBaHla

(By Science Service)

Washington, rob. a).- Liqui. air for cracking nuts is 
the latest application

Of science. :acperts at the National Bureau of 
Standaris !lora were appealed to for

a method of breaking the shells of the chicha
 nUts, without .lamaging the kernels.

2hey found that it took a weight of nearly a 
ton to crack the nuts, and that after

that effort the meat of the nut was broken i
n many small nieces.

Then they applied lieuid air to the p
roblem. They did not freeze solid a

cf

Piece of rubber and use it as a hammer, as is 
done ir the classic stunt/physics

Classes, but they simply imnerned the nuts in 
liquid air for thIrty seconds and

crrIched them easily, without damage to the 
kernels. Now the physicists are trying

to find out whether this r.lethod can be 
applied cormercially on a large scale.

Chioa nuts are grown in South America. Their dense strong shells were use

C-urirg the war to mai-o charcoal for gas masks and the oil from
 the kernels is a

7aluable food, similar to copra.
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DP YOU KNOW THAT -

Pob. 20, 1922

Of the 30 different kinds of flash light batte-fies now made, 22 could be elimr-
inated, without loss to anyone.

Although hardly known a decade ago, fox: faxminr is a growing industry in this

c°1111trY9 with 10,000 to 15,000 silver foxes being raised in captivity.

The last Cocnish tin mine has closed down and an industry which was thb oldest
in Groat Britain, having been carried on by the Phoenicians long before the invasion
of the Romans, is now extinct.

In addition to their use as Christmas decorations mistletoe berrios are capable
°f being used as a source of mucilage. The mucilage which causes then to stick to

can be and already has been extracted in a small way by water, and used as an

adhesive.

DO YOU KNO',7 THAT -

The largest water-power development in the world is at Niagara Palls, where
he Plants in 6peration have a capacity of 870,000 horsepower, of which 385,500

aorsepawer is on the United States side.

Paper made from suzar cane refuse and wood pulp is used in sugar and pineapple

Plantations in some parts of Hawaii to keep the weeds down. In the case of pine-

al?Ples the paper is laid dawn and holasout Whore the plants are to be set.

A tortilIA-making apparatus has been invented by Sr. Borge of Nicaragua. The

illaChine takes the corn, grinds it to the proper fineness, mixes the dough, shapes
the tortilla, and passes it to an oven, where it is rapidly baked.

The 1922 Gordon-Bennett Balloon race will start from Geneva on August 6,

DO YOU KNOW THAT -

A cyclone recently causee. great damage to the Portuguese fleet.

The cost of oil drilling in remote and isolated fields, such as are located

in various Latin-American countries may easily amount to ten tines the cost of

drilling in favorably located fields in this country.

The gray squirrel is becoming scarce in many parts of Southern California.

The first known strike is recorded in an ancient Egyptian irscription. The

Workers on one of the pyramids refused to stay on the job unless their ration of

Onions was increased. They won their strike.
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DO YOU KNOW THAT -
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Mountain lions can still be found in certain parts of California. Recently

eleven were killed by one nan in less than tuo months.

11••• ••••

DuccessfUl efforts to teach how° economics and cookery to men an
d boys are

being made in Syracuse, New York, and at the Kansas State Agricultural
 College.

OPOIWOOwim......omoOmftrm..

The number of suicides in Prance during the war was not abnormal, thus proving

that suicide originates from a mental and mostly hereditary defect 
rather than fro:1

a state of despair.

Airplanes flying low 'o'er° recently utilized in Texas to search for
 drowned.

bodies.

Do YOU YI\TOr./ THL.T

A new airplane engine, weighing 729 pounds, developing 450 h.p., with 
only

three-fourths the number of parts of any other engine o
f that power has boon tested

successfully in gland.

Rosen rye or its grades now constitutes about 85% of the rye gro
wn in Michi-

gan. It originated from a sarple sent from Russia to the Michigan Ilr
periment

Station by J. L. Rosen in 1909.

A recent typhoid outbreak in Neu Jersey was traced to a 
Harvest Home supper

';ihore chicken salad infected by a typhoid carrier was s
erved. Often a human being,

apparently in health, may be carrying typhoid germs u
nl:nowingly.

Recent very accurately made measurements show that tree trunks are
 a little

larger in the early norninc than in the evening.

DO YOU KNOT/ THAT -

An instrument called Vac "feet-candle meter" is used to 
measure the illumina-

tion of desks, machines and other places where the human eye must 
work.

Thrips on roses may be controlled by spraying with tobacco =tract
s.

At least thirty-ono different chemical elements have been found in
 the ash

of plants.

Splendid forests of hardwoods, ginkos and conifers, and great =imp
s in ancie:c.

ties covered what are now the treeless plains of North Dakot
a.


